Resilient connectivity for content creation and collaboration, rapid delivery to post production, and seamless live event production.

Relying on sub-par connectivity won’t cut it anymore. There’s a massive shift to the cloud in film, television, commercial and other video and live event productions.

When you rely on a single cellular connection or a failover solution for accessing the cloud, you’re risking interruptions or service degradation that could bring your production to a halt. Meanwhile, transporting physical drives from set to post-production is slow. There is a better way.

Emmy award-winning Smart Blending Technology from Dejero unlocks new cloud-based possibilities. By combining diverse connections from multiple providers in a virtual ‘network of networks’, uninterrupted connectivity is possible anywhere.

Send low latency live video directly from set to contributors anywhere in the world — streamlining approvals and enabling instant feedback.

By offloading files immediately to post, you can accelerate your workflow, safeguard your content, and meet your deadlines.

Whether you’re seeking backup connectivity to fiber, cable/DSL broadband or Wi-Fi connectivity on-set, or you need to go completely wireless in a remote location, Dejero has a scalable, robust, connectivity solution that can be tailored to suit your production’s needs.

Rock-solid reliability anywhere
The freedom to create content without limitation relies entirely on implementing a reliable connectivity backbone that can scale to suit your shoot’s unique needs.

Connect your set to the cloud
Connecting to the cloud unlocks remote production possibilities and new workflow efficiencies. Stay ahead of the technology curve with unlocked versatility while preserving the timelessness of your craft.
Critical Connectivity for Limitless Creativity

Enable virtual video villages for real-time collaboration from afar
Approvals and creative direction can come from around the globe in real-time by sending high-resolution live video directly from set to a virtual video village.

Accelerated delivery from set to post
Start offloading data immediately from set to post through a secure and reliable connectivity pipe — saving time, and money, and safeguarding against the failure or loss of physical drives.

Scalable connectivity for live events
By blending multiple networks on a static IP, Dejero ensures that your live event has the resilient connectivity backbone it needs to deliver an experience free from interruption.

A complete solution for your connectivity needs
Dejero solutions include equipment that features our Smart Blending Technology, connectivity services that simplify data plans, and access to Dejero’s virtual network. Everything is managed in the cloud and backed by our industry-leading support.

Equipment
Ruggedized proprietary hardware. No-one builds it like Dejero.

Connectivity services
Enterprise-grade SIMs, flexible data plans, and simplified provisioning and billing

Network
Dejero’s virtual ‘network of networks’ combines diverse technologies from multiple providers.

Cloud
Set up and monitor devices, view analytics, and manage usage.

Support
Around the clock technical support by phone and email.

Rent or own
Flexible options for your production’s specific needs.

Want to learn more? Click here or go to: dejero.com/media-production